
LEVEL FOUR: ANSWER KEY

Gallery 1
Slide 48 Silver Selfies
Slide 27 Orange, yellow, green, blue, rainbow colors with lines and patterns too
Slide 44 Looking fine on the vine
Slide 3 Sweets you see, but watch out for the bee
Slide 46 Trick or treat, Trick or treat. Give me something good to eat
Slide 93 My hair is wild, but it is all relative.
Slide 57 A weaver pequeno
Slide 114 I think it’s an Irish Setter??
Slide 63 It’s safe to walk through, watch them swim around you.
Slide 96 Now where’s Prince Eric?

Gallery 2
Slide 10 Have you seen my carrot ?
Slide 17 Now I lay me down to rest, the moonlight shines upon my chest.
Slide 82 Warm and snuggly, I am a favorite finger food.
Slide 36 Finding me will be fun cause I have four legs but I cannot run
Slide 4 In this game it’s a fact, I can only move forward or back
Slide 43 Spotted or black are my typical hues, but today you’ll find I’m all in blues
Slide 108 She sells these by the shore
Slide 18 I’m called a Living Fossil because I have not changed in 350 million years.
Slide 22 If I were a man, a MARVEL I’d be, with the name Robert Downey
Slide 76 NASA has often used my name,  but mythology created my fame

Gallery 3
Slide 53 Bold and bright- my patterns delight!
Slide 5 Many colors plus white and gray, a pattern landscape, in a round display
Slide 17 Not all “Spam”  is junk mail
Slides 75&77 Casa for birds, casa for me, casa that’s up high and in a ______.
Slide 45 At the horizon all you can see, is the powerful piece that propels me.
Slide 50 A board game for the young, with colors it was lots of  fun
Slide 36 A bird’s eye view with a few Chiquitas too
Slide 113 I no longer talk or think or see, but on Halloween people are frightened of me.
Slide 63 Tea for two, or some coffee would do
Slide 80 Full of pride, cause King I be, whether in the jungle or the serengeti

Gallery 4



Slide 76 I’m a primary color with five perfect arms and in the ocean I do no harm.
Slide 5 Left by rain today, feel free to splash away
Slide 20 One a day keeps the doctor away
Slide 33 Dr Fauci says it’s true that it’s what the whole world must do
Slide 9 I am bluest of blue as you can see. And man’s best friend is also me.
Slide 55 With yellow eyes, on the branch of a tree, WHO can guess that it’s me
Slide 77 A magic trick it certainly would be, if from a hat they pulled me
Slide 42 Summer winter spring or fall, snow is always in this ball
Slide 89 A stream azul flows down all three, stacked up tall neat as can be
Slide 68 Built up tall, but upside down are reflected all

Gallery 5
Slide 79 Purple and green and yellow and blue, when I talk, I always say moo
Slide 26 C and Y
Slide 37 Pick one to carve from the patch, then add a candle lit by a match
Slide 19 She’s not the Bad Guy
Slide 54 I can fly, but have no wings. I’m powered by a racquet’s swing.
Slide 43 I’m gonna dunk it!
Slide 60 This work of art has no skin, it just shows the ribs within
Slide 96 Edible Amarillo
Slide 52 A traveler’s spot to rest their head.  Come inside and rent a room with a bed.
Slide 92 Pot holder in hand, are those brownies in that pan?

And....
Slide 36 I think I’ve lost my __________ trying to solve these clues!


